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Abstract. The problem of construction of the fuzzy classification models (fuzzy 
classifiers) with high generalization ability is discussed. The strong self guessing prop
erty of fuzzy classificational models is introduced and examined. It is proved that this 
characteristic doesn't fonn a full system of restrictions, i.e., for the unambiguous detec
tion of the most valid fuzzy classifier (among the set of fuzzy classifiers agreed with 
arbitrary learning set) it is necessary to use additional "regularizing" restrictions. 
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1. Introduction. Classificational models for transformation of information 

(classifiers) are used in unformalized fields of science and technology. On the 

basis of such models it can be determined with the objects of what set (from 

the prefixed collections of sets n = (Wl' W2, ..• , WI) we operate in the present 

time. 

One of the directions in the development of classificational models is 

connected with the theory of fuzzy sets. As L. Zadeh notes, the essential 

connection between such models and the fuzzy sets theory is based on the 

fact that most of real sets (classes) are fuzzy by their nature, i.e., transition 

from membership to not membership to these classes is rather gradual than 

discontinuous (Zadeh, 1977). 

Let G denote a fuzzy classificational algorithm of information transfor

mation (fuzzy classifier). We'll assume that it's inputs in an arbitrary discrete 

time i = 0,1,2, ... can be coded by the elements Xi E Rm, and it's outputs -

by the elements J.l from the Mn set so that J.l E Mn ¢:> J.l: n --+ [0,1]. 

If i = 1, then this classifier takes a set consisting of one input-output pare 
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(Xo, Jlxo) together with an arbitrary input element Xl E Rm and maps it to a 

fixed output element - JlXl' If i = 2, it takes a set consisting of two input-output 

pairs (xo, Jlxo}, (Xl, JlXl) together with an arbitrary input elements X2 E Rm 

and maps it to a fixed output element JlX2 E Mn and so on. 

Therefore in a general case an m-dimensional fuzzy classifier G is a 

countable infinite set of functional mappings (functions) g{ i} of the following 

kind 

g{i}: Rim X MA X R m -+ Mo., i E I C NO 

(for i = 0 we put g{O}: Rm -+ Mo.). 

(1) 

Further on the elements of M n set will be referred as responses or reactions 

of g{ i} functions. The last Rm entry in the argument of g{ i} will be called a 

question and each of the i (Rm X Mn) spaces - a datum space. 

We also assume that every g{i}, i E I belongs to a fixed parametrical 

family of functions H {i, a} where a is an unknown vector of parameters. 

Let a subset ex = {Xl, X2, .. " X n}, Xi E Rm, Vi = D.n for all ele

ments of which we know the true values of the responses for functions g{ i} -+ 

JlXi' JlXi E Mn be available. This subset of elements together with the corre

sponding reactions will be called the leaming set (Wolpert, 1989) and denoted 

bye = (xo, Yo, Xl, Yl, ... , Xn , Yn), where Yi = Jlxp 'Vi = O.n and n is power 
of learning set. 

Let e be a fixed learning set of n power. The fuzzy classifier G will be 

called an agreed with e if and only if the following equalities are obeyed 

g{n+l}(xo,Yo, X1,Y1, ... , Xn,Yn; X;) = Jlxp 'Vi=O.n. (2) 

Relationship (2) requires from algorithm G a correct classification of all 

elements X which belong to the learning set e. At the same time, the fulfillment 

of such condition must not obligely mean that G will classify elements which 

don't belong to ex correctly. In order to reach a high efficiency of G for 

the elements mentioned it's necessary to parametrizate the g{ i} function so 

that it should maximally correspond to the peculiarity of the problem solving 

(Barnard, 1991). 

One of the effective methods of revealing of an "optimal" parametrization 

of the ordinary (not fuzzy) classificational models are connected with the gen

eration of a family of strongly selfguessing (for a fixed learning set) classifiers 

(Wolpert, 1989). 
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On the infonnal level a classifier is said to be selfguessing for a given set 

e if it obeys the property that when taught with a subset of the learning set it 

recognizers (guesses) the elements of the rest part of this set. At the same time 

the strongly self guessing classifier is a selfguessing classifier for which all the 

e1emt;nts "inside" the fixed learning set are tantamount to elements "outside" 

this set. 

In this paper we present and investigate the following fonnal interpretation 

of the last property in terms of fuzzy classificational models. 

2. Basic concepts and definitions. Let e c Rmn x MR be a learning set 
of n power and G - a fixed classifier agreed with e. 

Let's assume that all considered further classifiers obey the properties of 

countinuity, invariancy (under permutation of the datum spaces), reproducibility, 

upward compatibility and are single-valued. The rigorous definitions of these 

properties are adduced in the Appendix 1. 

Let's define an arbitrary combination We = (xQ,YQ, Xl,Yl, ... , 

Xi -1, Yi _ 1; X, y), i E {I, 2, ... , n} belonging to e elements of data spaces, an 
arbitrary question X E Rm and a response of corresponding gl{i} E G 1 (G1 = 
[g1 {i}(- )]iEI is a fixed particular fuzzy classifier) as a generalized training se
quence (g.t.s.). The number k = i-I we'll call a range of a such a sequence. 

Let's consider three types of generalized expansions of the learning set e. 
A generalized initial expansion of e we specify by defining a set W: = 

U W: k' where W: k is a collection of all g.t.s. of k range, k E {a, 1, ... , n}. 
k' , 

Let W: be a generalized initial expansion of learning set e. Let's fix an 

arbitrary family of the functional mappings IT = {Tj}, i E I so that 

and all T; obey the properties 1-5 adduced in the Appendix 1. 

We'll call the generalized full expansion of the learning set e a wg set, 

including into itself those and only those g.t.s. which can be received from any 

wft E W: when applying to it a corresponding mapping Tj E IT. 

For an arbitrary element wg E wg we specify a set of its general

ized permutational expansion W = {wdi:Q' i E {a, 1, ... , n} with the help 
of the following rule: if wg = (xQ,YQ, Xl,Yl, ... , Xi,Yi; x,y), where 
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Xj E 6, 'Vj = O.ij X E Rm then 

Wo = (x, y, Xl, Y1, 

W1 = (XO, Yo, X, y, 

... , 

... , 
Xi,Yij XO,Yo), 

Xi, Yij Xl, Yl), 

Let's fix a set of all g.t.s. received as a result of building up of the 

generalized pennutational expansion for all the elements from wg. We will 

denote this set as wg and call it a generalized permutation expansion of learning 

set 6 (under the family of II = {'TiheI mappings). 
Let Ke be one of the generalized expansions of 6. We'll say that G is 

consistent with Ke if and only if for all of g{i} E G, i = D.n and for all 

We E Ke,i such that We = (xo,Yo, X1,Y1, ... , Xi,Yi; x,y) the following 
relation is obeyed 

The m-dimensional fuzzy classifier G = [g{ iK )]70 will be referred as a 
strongly selfguessing (for the fixed learning set 6) if and only if G is consistent 

-II 
with We' 

3. Character of constraints, imposed on a set of fuzzy classifiers by the 

requirement of strong self guessing. Let 6 be an arbitrary learning set of n 

power. We'll denote by SSg(6) a set of strongly self guessing (for 6) fuzzy 
classifiers. 

In Vatlin (1993) it was shown that in solving of the most practical prob

lems the average efficiency of such classifiers is much higher then the corre

sponding efficiency of those classificational models, which don't belong to the 

SSg(6) set. In connection with this circumstance the question about character 

of constraints, induced on the fuzzy classifiers set by the property of being 
self guessing arises. 

In some way the following theorem gives the answer to this question. 

Theorem (A fuzzy analog of the corresponding assertion from Wolpert 

(1989). The relationship Card(SSg(6» = 1 doesn't obeyed for all 6. 
Proof. Let's preliminary formulate the following auxiliary assertion. 
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Assertion. Let G = [g{ i}{· )]iEI be a fuzzy classifier, agreed with the 
learning set (of n power) e. Let assume that there is a continuous functional 
mapping (function) 1 obeying the following conditions: 

1) any subset of the ordered pares (x i , Yi) from e belong to r, where r 
is graph of 1 function; 

2) for an arbitrary combination w = (XO,Yo, Xl,Y1, ... , Xi,Yi; x,y) 
of elements from Rim X M~, Rrri and Mn correspondingly, if w C r than 

g{i+l}{xo,Yo, X1,Y1, ... , Xi,Yi; x)=y, \/iE{D,l, ... ,n}. 
Then G is a strongly selfguessing (for the learning set 8) fuzzy classifier. 

The correctness of this assertion directly follows from the definition of 
strong selfguesseness. (Under the circumstances the values of functions gl {i} E 

G1 are immediately determined by function I( x)). 

Let's now consider a fixed learning set 8 1 of n power. Let also denote 

by 1 an arbitrary continuous mapping (function) which passes through the all 

pairs (Xi,Yi) of elements frome 1· 

We'll further describe the procedure for designing (an operating with e 1) 

fuzzy classifier G* = [g{ i}(- )]iEI such that for G* and elf is a function, 
obeying the conditions of the assertion. 

Let V be an arbitrary learning set of n power, V = {(Xi, Vi)}i:o' We'll 
create a new learning set V' under rule: V' = {(Xi, Vi - I(Xi))}i:o, where 

I(Xi) = Yi, 'Ii = D.n. Let's also denote V/~tv' -{(xi+i, vi+i - I(Xi+i ))}j~f, 
\Ii = D.n - 1. 

Let GM = [g{i)(- )]ieI be a fuzzy MB-classifier operating on V' ( the 
rigorous definition of MB-classifier is adduced in the Appendix 2). 

Let required fuzzy classifier G* = [g* {i}(- )]iEI will be created such that 

g*{i+ l}{Vi,x) = g{i+l}{V;',x)+/(x), \/i=D.n-l, \/xERm, 

g*{n+l}{V,x)=g{n+l}{V',x)+/(x), \/xERm. 

The direct check shows that if all functions g{ i} E G M obeys the proper

ties 1-5 adduced in the Appendix 1 and I(x) is continuous, then all functions 

g* {i} will be obeyed the above properties too. 

If the all elements of Vi, i = D.n - 1 and V "lie" on I(x), then g{i + 
1 }(V;', x) and g{ n + 1 }(V', x) are identically equal to zero and 

g*{i+l}{Vi,x)=/(x), \/i=D.n-l, \/xERm, (3) 

g*{n+ I}{V,x) = I(x), \/xERm. (4) 
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The relationship (3)-(4) guarantee the fulfillment of the conditions 1-2 of 

the assertion. In that G* is dependent on f( x) and f( x) 'is not uniquely defined 

we see that the relationship Card(SSg(e)) = 1 doesn't obeyed for any e. 

4. Conclusion. Given theorem shows that the requirement of strong self

guessing property of fuzzy classifiers doesn't form a full system of restrictions, 

i.e., for the unambiguous detection of most valid classifier (among the prefixed 

set of fuzzy classifiers agreed with arbitrary learning set) it is necessary to 

attract additional restrictions .(additional hypothesis) (Wolpert, 1994). 

Appendix 1. 

1. The fuzzy classifier (f.c.) G = [g{ i}(- )]iEl will be called continuous 

if and only if every g{ i} is continuous in all its domain. 

2. The f.c. G = [g{ i}(- )]iEl will be called invariant under permutation if 
and only if every g{ i} EGis invariant under all possible permutation 

of datum spaces. 

3. The f.c. G = [g{ i}(- )]iEI will be referred as single-valued if and only if 
for every g{ i} from the fact that two fixed elements of its datum spaces 

have equal values of Rm -entries it always follows that the mentioned 

element have equal values of M n -entries. 

4. The f.c. G = [g{ i}(- mEl will be referred as reproducing (for the 
learning set e, power e = n) if and only if for every g{ i} E G, i < n 

in the case when the value of the question coincides with the value of 

Rm-entry for an element from datum space belonging to e, the reaction 

of g{ i} must coincide with the value of the Mn-entry of mentioned 
element. 

5. The f.c. G = [g{ i}(· )]iEI will be referred as upward compatibiling if 

and only if for every g{ i}: Rim X M~ X Rm -+ Mn in the case when 

the values of elements of two datum spaces coincide with each other, 

the reaction of g{ i} must coincide with the reaction g{ i -1} working on 
Cartezian product R(i-l)m X Mg- 1) x Rm that differs from the initial 

one by removing of a datum space which includes equal elements. 

Appendix 2. 

Let e be an arbitrary learning set of n power, e = (x 0, Yo, Xl, Yl, ... , 

Xn , Yn), Xi E Rm , Yi == Jl.xp Vi = O.n. 
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Let's consider a finite set of function g{ i} such that 

and all g{i}, i E {O, 1, ... , n} obey the properties 1-5 adduced in the Ap
pendix 1. 

For every j = 0, 1, ... we'll create a g{ n + j} function under the following 

rule: 

g{n+j}(xo,Yo, Xl,Yl, ... , Xn,Yn, Xn+l,Yn+l, .. ·, 

Xn+i-l, Yn+i-l; xn+i) 

[n+i-l 1 / [n+i 1 = ~ (Ydd(x;, x)) ~ (l/d(Xi, x)) ; 

where d - Euclidean metric. 

(5) 

Let also assume that if for some Xi, and Xi 2, Xi, = Xi2 when il :j:. i2, 
than the corresponding them summand in the right part of expression (5) will 

be allowed one and only one time. 

The classifier created in this manner we'll call MB-fuzzy classifier. 

The direct check shows that MB-classifier is agreed with an arbitrary 

learning set e. 
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GRIEZTAS SAVISPEJAMUMAS NERYSKlUOSE 
KLASIFIKATORIUOSE 

Sergey VATI...IN 

Straipsnyje yra nagrinejama nerylliq klasifikaciniq modeliq problema, tokiq mo
deliq grieZto savispejamumo savybe. Pagrindinis darbo rezultatas yra tai, kad irodyta 
teorema, kuri tvirtina, kad grieZto savispejamumo savybe nesudaro pilnos ribojimq aibes 
nedviprasmi~kam geriausio klasifikatoriaus suradimui. Analizuojamos praktim!s pagrislll 
nerylliq klasifikatoriq konstravimo problemos. 


